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CASE STUDY

Call Discflo now to find out how our pumps can solve your problems. 

The Challenge 

The Discflo Solution 

Cost savings from Consistent Flow 

James River, Newark, Delaware 

James River, Newark, Delaware, had a problem with a transfer pump from their 
main chest into their main supply tank to the paper machine. They were 
pumping variable consistencies between 4% and 5% and had to dilute in order 
to get their existing pump to pump satisfactorily. Their goal was to have a pump 
that would not require water dilution of the pulp and to get a consistent flow 
rate.ra 

After viewing the Discflo pump at the TAPPI show, a proposal was made to Mr. 
Jenkins of James River to install a vertically mounted Discflo pump model 403-
2HHD unit of stainless steel construction. The pumps were installed in 1990 for a 
flow rate of 200 GPM at 50 ft TDH. 

The result is the Discflo pumps are able to operate with no dilution and are 
giving consistent flow rates even with variable consistencies. The latter is a 
distrinct advantage as the pumps are on a timer system, several seconds on, 
several second off. James River plant personnel can now set the timers with 
confidence. With the previous pumps, they could not predict whether the pumps 
would be able to supply pulp at the higher consistencies. Plus, water had to be 
introduced into the system to dilute the stock, making the pumps’ operation 
unpredictable.  

The Discflo disc design has the ability to pump consistently at low and very high 
consistencies, producing a constant flow rate. Also, being an inherently low 
maintenance design, savings will be realized in that area and also in operating 
the system, by being more reliable as to predictability of flow. 

This case study is based on information from Aledco, Discflo’s distributor based 
in Pennsylvania. 

Dilution required to pump pulp 

Variable consistency flow caused 
pump failure 

Discflo pump handles up to 18% 
stock due to unique design 

Even flow rates even as  stock 
consistency varies 

Inherentlt low maintenance design 




